The TECH Monday, October 9, 1922

NOTICES

OFFICIAL
Recent Developments in Science, etc., will be read on Friday afternoon.

SECOND QUARTER'S EDITION ENGRAVING AND TREE PLANTS

PURCHASED FROM:

KEMPSTON & TURNER OAKS GREEN LEAF TREES

LOOSE LEAF TREES

57-61 Franklin St.

HIRE A FORD
And Drive It Yourself

The Fords are the best cars you can get.

The T. C. A. Books Exchange will continue, having sold books Wednesday, Oct. 11, at 5:00 p.m.

Handicapped News...for Our Good East

OPEN TUESDAY

NOBLESSE ORDO

Now that the scholar year has gotten fairly under way, it is inevitable that the pressure of study takes its toll upon the masses of the student body. The incoming class of the Dormitories have held their pledges, and a new election has been elected to carry on the traditions of the fraternity.

The following communication was written by Professor Noble, and is quoted here in full:

"The only people I know who would be the most title to a big "get-together" meeting of the fraternity are the ones who would be the most likely to benefit from such an event. In my opinion, they are the ones who have been the most active in the fraternity in the past few years. They have been the most responsible for the success of the fraternity, and they are the ones who have the most to gain from a "get-together" meeting. I have no doubt that such a meeting would be a great success."

The T. C. A. Books Exchange will continue, having sold books Wednesday, Oct. 11, at 5:00 p.m.

Hire A Ford
And Drive It Yourself

The Ford cars are the best cars you can get. They are the most reliable and the most comfortable. They are the cars that everyone wants to own. They are the cars that everyone wants to drive. They are the cars that everyone wants to have.
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